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Abstract
Background
Systematic reviews are used as the ‘gold standard’ to evaluate healthcare,
education, and social policies. They are integral to the clinical decision making of
healthcare professionals, and funding decisions made by governmental agencies.
The rapid growth in primary research has not been matched by a growth in the
efficiency of producing systematic reviews and consequently evidence-based
decision making is struggling to remain feasible.
Aims
This body of research aimed to develop and evaluate strategies towards the
automation of systematic reviews, so that secondary health research can be
produced more efficiently and cost effectively. To that end, four research studies
were developed: 1. Comparing the performance of biomedical databases to
determine the sensitivity and precision for identifying systematic reviews; 2.
Developing and evaluating algorithms to detect duplicate records arising from
searching biomedical databases; 3. Evaluating the potential benefits from using a
semi-automated machine learning predictive algorithm for citation screening; 4.
Developing and evaluating strategies to expedite citation screening using title-only
keyword searching.
Methods
Different methods were used to answer the research questions. For the first
research study (identifying reviews), 7 biomedical databases were searched for
systematic reviews of any intervention for hypertension and the performance of
each database was assessed and compared for both comprehensiveness and
accuracy. For the second research study (deduplication), an iterative approach was
needed to develop and evaluate the performance of each algorithm to detect
duplicates; the results acquired from each algorithm were used to inform the next
iteration until an ideal algorithm was produced that achieved higher duplicate
detection than current methods, but without compromising accuracy. For the third
research study (predictive screening), 4 datasets from the literature searches of
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published systematic reviews were used to evaluate an online machine learning
predictive algorithm by replicating the screening decisions of the original reviews;
sensitivity analyses were performed to determine if the reduction in screening effort
could be further improved by including non-relevant citations that were closely
matched to the review inclusion criteria. For the fourth study (expediting screening),
10 datasets from the literature searches of published systematic reviews were used
to evaluate title-only screening. Datasets were screened using title-only keywords
searching based upon the inclusion criteria of each systematic review. The results
were compared against the published reviews for reduction in screening effort and
recall of included studies.

Results
In the first study, the biomedical database, EMBASE, retrieved the largest number
of relevant citations (69% sensitivity), but also was the least specific (7% specificity),
retrieving many irrelevant citations. The Cochrane Library had 60% sensitivity and
was the most precise (30%) of all the databases. None of the databases identified
all the relevant records, but a combination of EMBASE, the Cochrane Library and
Epistemonikos identified 83% of all the relevant systematic reviews.
In the second study, the iteratively developed deduplication algorithm increased
duplicate detection by an average of 42% compared with duplicate detection using
EndNote™ bibliographic reference management software. Additionally, all unique
citations were correctly classified, whereas EndNote™ classified some unique
citations wrongly as duplicate records.
In study 3, the evaluation found that the predictive screening tool (Abstrackr)
reduced the screening effort in a range from 9% to 57% depending on the
complexity of the systematic review. The reliability to retrieve included studies was
good, with most relevant citations found, but in 2 datasets one included study was
not retrieved by Abstrackr. Sensitivity analyses found that workload savings could
be further increased by including closely matched non-relevant citations, and very
large datasets (≥15,000 citations) could achieve as much as 80% reduction in
screening.
In study 4, the interest was to reduce screening effort using title-only screening.
This ranged from 11% to 78% with a median reduction in screening effort of 53%. In
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9 systematic reviews the recall of included studies was 100%. In one review, 4 of 5
reviewers did not identify the same included study (median recall: 67%, total
included studies n=3).
Discussion and implications
Automation tools are increasingly being developed and interest in the subject
continues to grow with new automation methods and literature overviews being
published. Some of the automation tools have not been fully tested and this is likely
to be a barrier to implementation by systematic reviewers. Other tools show promise
but have not been developed into consumer level products. As a response to these
challenges, working parties have been established to overcome these barriers and
establish a set of principles and goals. The findings from this body of research have
shown that more efficient working practices are possible through improved duplicate
detection and can be made available to the systematic review community without a
prolonged research and development period. The clear potential for machine
learning algorithms to automate decisions and reduce screening was demonstrated,
but has not been realised into a consumer ready product, and therefore is worthy of
further research and development. Biomedical databases offer different products
which vary in scale and content and researchers should be prepared to search
several databases rather than relying on a single database. The title-only screening
developed during this research was shown to be effective and demonstrated similar
reliability to both predictive screening tools and human screening, and could be
used with other automation tools to assist with screening. Progress with automation
tools will be accelerated once technical barriers are overcome, and by pursuing
proof of concept technologies into consumer ready products and thoroughly
evaluating automation tools for reliability.
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“In 18th century England, James Hargreaves [an illiterate weaver] invented the
Spinning Jenny, and Richard Arkwright [wig maker & inventor] pioneered the waterpropelled spinning frame which led to the mass production [automation] of cotton.
This was truly revolutionary. The cotton manufacturers created a whole new class of
people - the urban proletariat. The structure of society itself would never be the
same."

A. N. Wilson on Society
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